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A worrisome question. . .

Why there are so few teams in the world that produce math OTF typefaces?

Large form type foundries Adobe Type Apple Inc. Letraset Bitstream Monotype
Imaging (ITC, Linotype GmbH) Ascender Corporation Berthold Elsner+Flake Emigre
Font Bureau FontFont, a division of FontShop International Hoefler & Frere-Jones House
Industries Microsoft Typography Neufville Typefoundry Paratype T26 Digital Type

Foundry URW++ Independent type foundries 2Rebels Aerotype Alphabet Soup Type
Founders Altered Ego Fonts Apply Interactive Astygmatic One-Eye Atomic Media
Baseline Fonts Blambot Canada Type Cape Arcona Type Foundry Chank Diesel

Characters Font Foundry Colophon Foundry Comicraft Crazy diamond design Cubanica
Dalton Maag Discourse Type Darren Scott Typographics Dennis Ortiz-Lopez Type Foundry

DSType Emtype Foundry Fatype Feliciano Type Foundry Fewell Foundry Fontcraft
Font Diner FontHaus Fonthead Design Fontosaurus Fountain Galapagos Design Group
GarageFonts Greater Albion Typefounders JY&A Fonts Identikal insigne Design Larabie
Fonts/Typodermic LettError Lineto MAC Rhino Fonts Misprinted Type MVB Nick’s Fonts
OurType Playtype P22 Type Foundry PSY/OPS Type Foundry Sandoll Communications
Scriptorium Fonts SelfBuild Type Foundry Stone Type Foundry Storm Type Foundry

Sudtipos Suitcase Type Foundry Test Pilot Collective The Type Fetish Thirstype/Village
Tour De Force Font Foundry Typeco Typofonderie Typographies.fr Typotheque
Underware Zang-O-Fonts Webfont Foundry WC Fonts WhiteCrow Designs
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A worrisome question. . .

Why there are so few teams in the world that produce math OTF typefaces?

Possible answers:

“Large form type foundries” are concocting something

Math fonts are unsellable

Math fonts are actually unusable

Type foundries customers are mathematically illiterate

Mathematicians are typographically illiterate

We are the champions...
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OTF Math font components

plain (upright, serifed) Latin, Greek and digits
italic Latin and Greek
bold Latin, Greek and digits
bold italic Latin and Greek
sans-serif Latin and digits
sans-serif italic Latin
sans-serif bold Latin, Greek and digits
sans-serif bold italic Latin and Greek
script (calligraphic) Latin
bold script (calligraphic) Latin
Fraktur Latin
bold Fraktur Latin
double-struck Latin and digits
monospace Latin and digits

ABCDabcd01 πγΠΓ∑∑Ddeij
αβγαβγ ∇∂∇∂
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Assembling OTF math font: basic alphabets

Excerpting glyphs from the relevant (basic) text font family is a relatively easy
task, as the sources were prepared by us and, thus, we roughly know what can
be expected, provided a particularly nasty bug does not show up; here, the basic

set was obviously excerpted from the TEX Gyre Schola text font

AĄBCĆaąbcćABCabcABCabcABCabc
AĄBCĆaąbcćABCabcABCabcABCabc
AĄBCĆaąbcćABCabcABCabcABCabc
AĄBCĆaąbcćABCabcABCabcABCabc
AĄBCĆaąbcćABCabcABCabcABCabc
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Assembling OTF math font: borrowed alphabets

Borrowing alphabets from other text fonts or relevant font variants is also
fairly simple, although surprises lurk here and there, e.g., “unorthodox”

glyph names; needless to say, the problem of copyrights is not negligible –
usually we have to ask the authors for granting a permission

In TEX Gyre Schola, the sansserif alphabet was borrowed from Łukasz Dziedzic’s
beautiful Lato font, with the kind permission from the Author; Greek was
borrowed from Alexey Kryukov’s Theano Modern font, also with the kind
permission from the Author – the source font, unfortunately, consisted only

of regular capital and regular italic small letters but, anyway, we decided to use it;
we’d tried to receive Alan Dague-Greene’s permission for using his Courier Prime
as a monospace set – alas, to no avail, so, somewhat regretfully, we decided

(tentatively?) to use TEX Gyre Cursor instead

ABCabcABCabcABCabcABCabcαβγ∂∇αβγ∂∇
ABCabcABCabcABCabcABCabc αβγ∂∇αβγ∂∇
ABCabcABCabcABCabcABCabcαβγ∂∇αβγ∂∇
ABCabcABCabcABCabcABCabc αβγ∂∇αβγ∂∇
ABCabcABCabcABCabcABCabc αβγ∂∇αβγ∂∇
The only problem was the missing pi1 glyph:¯° (needed only in bold

and bold oblique sans serif – don’t know if anybody will ever use it)
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Assembling OTF math font: borrowed alphabets

Borrowing alphabets from other text fonts or relevant font variants is also
fairly simple, although surprises lurk here and there, e.g., “unorthodox”

glyph names; needless to say, the problem of copyrights is not negligible –
usually we have to ask the authors for granting a permission

In TEX Gyre Schola, the sansserif alphabet was borrowed from Łukasz Dziedzic’s
beautiful Lato font, with the kind permission from the Author; Greek was
borrowed from Alexey Kryukov’s Theano Modern font, also with the kind
permission from the Author – the source font, unfortunately, consisted only

of regular capital and regular italic small letters but, anyway, we decided to use it;
we’d tried to receive Alan Dague-Greene’s permission for using his Courier Prime
as a monospace set – alas, to no avail, so, somewhat regretfully, we decided

(tentatively?) to use TEX Gyre Cursor instead

αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆
αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆
αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆
αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆
αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆αβγδΑΒΓ∆
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Assembling OTF math font: borrowed alphabets

Borrowing alphabets from other text fonts or relevant font variants is also
fairly simple, although surprises lurk here and there, e.g., “unorthodox”

glyph names; needless to say, the problem of copyrights is not negligible –
usually we have to ask the authors for granting a permission

In TEX Gyre Schola, the sansserif alphabet was borrowed from Łukasz Dziedzic’s
beautiful Lato font, with the kind permission from the Author; Greek was
borrowed from Alexey Kryukov’s Theano Modern font, also with the kind
permission from the Author – the source font, unfortunately, consisted only

of regular capital and regular italic small letters but, anyway, we decided to use it;
we’d tried to receive Alan Dague-Greene’s permission for using his Courier Prime
as a monospace set – alas, to no avail, so, somewhat regretfully, we decided

(tentatively?) to use TEX Gyre Cursor instead

ABCXYZabcxyz123 ABCXYZabcxyz123

ABCXYZabcxyz123 ABCXYZabcxyz123
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Assembling OTF math font: programmed symbols

The programming of symbols is the most pleasant part of the job:
the lion share of the work is done once for ever and making tiny

adjustments and variations is no problem
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Assembling OTF math font: programmed symbols

The programming of symbols is the most pleasant part of the job:
the lion share of the work is done once for ever and making tiny

adjustments and variations is no problem

(((()))){{{{}}}}[[[[]]]]〈〈〈〈〉〉〉〉
(((()))){{{{}}}}[[[[]]]]〈〈〈〈〉〉〉〉
(((()))){{{{}}}}[[[[]]]]〈〈〈〈〉〉〉〉
(((()))){{{{}}}}[[[[]]]]〈〈〈〈〉〉〉〉
(((()))){{{{}}}}[[[[]]]]〈〈〈〈〉〉〉〉
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Assembling OTF math font: “hybrid” symbols

As a good example of a hybrid symbol may serve the integral symbol:

its top, at least in the TEX Gyre fonts, should resemble (somehow)
the head of the italic form of the letter long s which, in turn, resembles
the top of the letter italic f ; therefore, the most appropriate tool for this
purpose seems to be an interactive (visual) shape editor

ſ∫ ſ∫ ſ∫
s

ſ∫ ſ∫
How was it possible that such similar letterforms like f and long s, having

completely different meaning, evolved in the same scripts at the same time?
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Assembling OTF math font: “hybrid” symbols

As a good example of a hybrid symbol may serve the integral symbol:

its top, at least in the TEX Gyre fonts, should resemble (somehow)
the head of the italic form of the letter long s which, in turn, resembles
the top of the letter italic f ; therefore, the most appropriate tool for this
purpose seems to be an interactive (visual) shape editor;
the middle part, in turn, should be programmed in order to generate
a variety of derivative forms

∫^ab`∫∫∫
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Assembling OTF math font: manually prepared glyphs

This is undoubtedly the most tiresome part of the work, given
the unpredictable number of various corrections in other components
of a font, e.g., in font parameters, having not infrequently an effect
also on these glyphs (not speaking about the insufficient typographic

skills of the authors of the TEX Gyre Math fonts)

AABBCCaabbccΓΓγγ55
AABBCCaabbccΓΓγγ55
AABBCCaabbccΓΓγγ55
AABBCCaabbccΓΓγγ55
AABBCCaabbccΓΓγγ55
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Assembling OTF math font: manually prepared glyphs

This is undoubtedly the most tiresome part of the work, given
the unpredictable number of various corrections in other components
of a font, e.g., in font parameters, having not infrequently an effect
also on these glyphs (not speaking about the insufficient typographic

skills of the authors of the TEX Gyre Math fonts)

5555555555γγγγγγγγγγ
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Assembling OTF math font: setting font parameters

An OTF math font must contain a table of 57 numeric parameters
(in TEX, according to the TEXbook, there are 24 math parameters)

controlling the positioning in predefined situations in math formulas;
moreover, there are tables containing italic corrections values, glyph axis
values, the information about dotless ‘i’ and ‘j’ glyphs, about glyphs

assembled form pieces, about subscripts, etc.

Unabating thanks to Urlik Vieth for the elucidation of most tough cases!
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Assembling OTF math font: setting font parameters

An OTF math font must contain a table of 57 numeric parameters
plus a lot of additional data; as was mentioned, no optimal
set of parameters exists, moreover, different engines have

different opinions on how to interprete them

LuaLATEX

MS Word

X ELATEX
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GUST e-foundry Math Fonts Collection

The closing of the project does not mean ceasing its maintenance –
there is a lot of amendments and improvements to be done
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GUST e-foundry Math Fonts Collection

The closing of the project does not mean ceasing its maintenance –
there is a lot of amendments and improvements to be done

obvious bugs, like swapped slots (Latin Modern, Pagella, Termes)
of contour directed integrals have to be fixed:

baababbaba
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GUST e-foundry Math Fonts Collection

The closing of the project does not mean ceasing its maintenance –
there is a lot of amendments and improvements to be done

obvious bugs have to be fixed

mathematical kerning should be implemented at least for basic
alphabets; roughly, we have an idea how to calculate such kerns,
but devising and implementing the algorithm turned out too difficult
to be accomplished in the “in-beetween” mode
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GUST e-foundry Math Fonts Collection

The closing of the project does not mean ceasing its maintenance –
there is a lot of amendments and improvements to be done

obvious bugs have to be fixed

mathematical kerning is to be implemented

anchors are another functionality, we’d like to implement in both
math and text fonts; in this case, an algorithm of this kind
we have already implemented in METATYPE1 (actually,
we use it for positioning accents within METATYPE1),
only a “translation” to the OTF code is needed
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GUST e-foundry Math Fonts Collection

The closing of the project does not mean ceasing its maintenance –
there is a lot of amendments and improvements to be done

obvious bugs have to be fixed

mathematical kerning is to be implemented

anchors are to be implemented in both math and text fonts

pending is the enhancement of the TG text fonts by math symbols

et cætera, et cætera. . .
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Thank you for your attention

&

let’s meet in Bachotek again
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